How to hook up sirius radio to home stereo

Become a member of the largest online community for SiriusXM Radio listeners and enthusiasts
today! Sign Up Now. News Investors Forums Contact. Remember Me? Results 1 to 6 of 6. How
to receive SiriusXM on my stereo system? Thread Tools Show Printable Version. However,
that's specifically for use in the car and doesn't plug into Is there an equivalent device that
powers off , so I could use it to transmit to my home stereo FM receiver? You could put any
piece of siriusxm hardware into your stereo. Just get a 3. You could also use any internet device
phone, tablet, computer to stream from the internet and plug that into your stereo. There are
also regular home stereo receivers that come "sirius xm ready" which allow you to stream right
through the receiver itself. That is very interesting, and it sounds like any of the options you
mention should work. Unfortunately my stereo receiver, although it is an excellent unit
providing 5 channel surround, is on the elderly side and was produced before they were made
"Sirius ready" so I don't have that option. However, if I purchase a new receiver it's good to
know to look for that capability. Well, in looking over available on the Sirius web site, I found out
to my surprise that there is an adaptor kit "SXDH3" for in-home use on certain models of Sirius
radios such as the Onyx EZR which they claim will adapt it for use on , and allow you to connect
it to the "AUX" input of any stereo system. That's basically what I want to do. The SXDH3 comes
with a 3. If you need a dock and antenna, get the kit. If you already have those things, you can
grab a 3. Sounds like I'm pretty close to having what I want! Now, here's one more question. The
SDXH3 appears to come with an indoor antenna. How well do those receive in the house? We
live in a wood frame house, not a steel hi-rise Those are death on signals. We live in a town
house community that doesn't allow "structures" such as antennas on the roof. All times are
GMT The time now is AM. A Sirius car radio is sold with the necessary accessories to connect
the device to your vehicle, but some manufacturers sell a separate home kit that allows you to
hook up the radio to a stereo system. This can eliminate the need for a second radio at the
office and saves you money. The home kit includes a dock, an antenna, power cord and the
necessary cables to connect the radio to a stereo system in your office. Confirm that a home kit
is available for your Sirius radio by browsing the accessory section of SiriusXM's online store
link in Resources. Locate the home kit in the listed accessories and purchase it. Once you
receive the home kit, unpackage and separate the contents. Remove the radio from the car dock
in your vehicle before starting the installation process. Position the antenna so that it points
due south. The best location for the antenna is near a window and free of obstructions blocking
the view of the southern sky. Turn on the Sirius radio. The station last played on the radio
should begin to play within a few seconds. If the radio is on and the right input is selected but
you hear no audio, confirm that all cables are properly connected and retry. Ed Oswald is a
freelance writer whose work appears on several technology sites as well as on Demand Studios.
He has been writing since and graduated with a degree in Journalism from Temple University.
By Ed Oswald. These instructions may vary, depending on your specific radio and stereo
receiver. Home kit connection instructions don't vary widely from Sirius to XM receivers, so
these instructions will likely apply to connecting XM car receivers as well. If the RCA inputs on
your stereo receiver are color-coded black and white, the red RCA jack should be connected to
the black input. You may need to relocate the stereo receiver so that the antenna has the
clearest view facing south. SiriusXM cautions that non-glass obstructions may prevent signal
reception. Related Articles. Quick Links. User Guide. Page 6: Introduction Introduction Features
Congratulations on the purchase of your new home kit for Sirius radios. SIRIUS is not
responsible for issues arising from installations not performed according to the procedures in
this guide. The following items are included with your purchase of the Home Kit. Unpack the kit
carefully and make sure that everything shown is present. If anything is missing or damaged, or
if the kit fails to operate properly, notify your dealer immediately. Page 9: Connections
Connections The following identifies and describes the connectors of the home dock. First,
connecting the Home Dock to your stereo or powered speakers, then placing and aiming the
Home Antenna. Connect the 3. To install the spacer, peel the backing off the adhesive strip on
the rear of the spacer and position the spacer on the home dock as shown. Move the antenna
around the room or from room to room. Aim it from different windows. In major metropolitan
areas, you might find that you get great reception in several locations without worrying too
much about aim and placement. Move the antenna closer to the window. Still not sure which
way is south or where to place your Home Antenna? Look up your location on an online
mapping Web site that offers satellite views of street addresses where you can easily see which
way is south, and what window may offer an unobstructed view Page 20 Home Installation Once
you have found a suitable location for the antenna, route the antenna cable to the Home Dock.
Be sure you avoid any obstructions that could crimp, kink, or twist the cable. Use protective
grommets wherever rough openings are encountered. Page 21 signal strength, make small
adjustments to the angle of tilt of the clamshell until the highest possible signal strength is

achieved. If you have not wall-mounted the antenna, turn the antenna slightly to the right or left
and observe if the signal strength increases. Verify that they are plugged in and turned on. Page
Patent Information or derivative thereof except in compliance with applicable export laws, rules
and regulations. The user of this or any other software contained in a Sirius radio is explicitly
prohibited from attempting to copy, decompile, reverse engineer, hack, manipulate or
disassemble the object code, or in any other way convert the object code into human-readable
form. Page 30 IC Statement Operation is subject to the following two conditions: 1 this device
may not cause interference, and 2 this device must accept any interference, including
interference that may cause undesired operation of the device. Selection of other channels is
not possible. SUPH1C a Print page 1 Print document 34 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't
have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. I always
considered my satellite radio subscription a luxury. But I rationalized its relatively expensive
cost through daily use. When my car began hanging out next to my garage as a new norm, my
SiriusXM value equation disintegrated. So, I decided it was time to do exactly that. The good
news is there are a variety of ways to bring your SiriusXM subscription to your existing devices.
Instead, my preference was to connect via my Wi-Fi speakers. The SiriusXM value equation can
easily be restored. That said, do I actually need satellite radio at home? There are already plenty
of ways to stream other radio and music sources. Alexa awaits my next voice request for a
station change. You are commenting using your WordPress. You are commenting using your
Google account. You are commenting using your Twitter account. You are commenting using
your Facebook account. Notify me of new comments via email. Notify me of new posts via
email. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed.
Figure out which consumer tech you need, the right gear to buy and how to use your new
gadgets. Like this: Like Loading Published: November 1, Leave a Reply Cancel reply Enter your
comment here Fill in your details below or click an icon to log in:. Email required Address never
made public. Name required. Add your thoughts here Email Required Name Required Website.
Post was not sent - check your email addresses! Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email.
Start your free trial today. Start Your Free Trial. Upstairs, downstairs, on the deck, or by the
pool. Fill your house and yard with the sounds of SiriusXM using your smart TV, smart speakers
and displays, media player, and more. At-Home Devices. All SiriusXM packages include the
ability stream with the app. So, you can tap into all kinds of music, plus sports, news, and talk
where and when you choose. Sign up now. There are so many ways to listen to SiriusXM
outside the car. Updates for different mobile operating systems may be released at different
times. You should receive an alert on your device when a new version is available for yours.
Plus, we now have exciting, exclusive video content only available through the app or online.
See More Features and Benefits. For security reasons, we must currently block access to our
out-of-car service from selected countries. We may, in the near future, enable access from these
locations. We apologize for any inconvenience. Tune in at Home Upstairs, downstairs, on the
deck, or by the pool. Already a subscriber? Sign in or set up your credentials to start listening.
Listen Now. Apple TV. Mobile, Tablet and Web. Other Smart Devices. Frequently Asked
Questions. How do I download and update the SiriusXM mobile app? What are the features and
benefits of the SiriusXM app? View more See More Features and Benefits. Can I get SiriusXM
out-of-car service internationally? View more. This is our flagship radio for listening at home.
Enjoy the widest variety of ad-free music, lots of talk entertainment, and our ever-growing
library of on-demand shows. Interested in a Sound Station? Buy one now. Enter your SiriusXM
online login. Get Your Online Login. Some Play-Fi speakers also work with Amazon Alexa, so
you can simply say what you want to hear. Your HEOS app and speakers let you listen in any
room, and control it all from your smartphone. Pair them with an Amazon Alexa-enabled device,
and yo
ford 3 speed manual transmission rebuild kit
citroen gs club
1999 ford ranger 25 timing marks
u can choose your favorite channels by name. Link your SiriusXM online account to your Alexa
account. Select On Screen on your Yamaha remote. SiriusXM is available online as a standalone
subscription that you can listen to on computers, tablets, phones, and other enabled at-home
devices. No radio required. Learn About Listening Online. With SiriusXM online, you get more
than channels including ad-free music, plus sports, news, talk, and entertainment. However, not
all the channels broadcast over satellite are available online and vice-versa. What subscription
package is required to listen to NFL play-by-play games online? If you have a stand-alone
Premier or Essential subscription with no satellite radio subscription, you cannot listen to NFL
play-by-play online. Already a subscriber? Sign in or set up your credentials to start listening.

Listen Now. Frequently Asked Questions. Can I listen to SiriusXM without a radio? Does
SiriusXM online offer the same channels as my satellite radio?

